The
Value
of
Connectivity

WHAT IS the cost of poor
digital infrastructure for
Commercial Real Estate?

introduction

The connectivity infrastructure of an office building is
critical to current office tenants and they are willing to pay
more for better service. Independent certification/testing
would generate more interest in a space and specifically,
tenants would pay more, sign quicker, and prefer leasing
in office space in a building that is Wired Certified.
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According to WiredScore’s survey of leasing
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The
current
office
WHEN CONN EC T I V I T Y issues occur, the
company’s employees are mostly impacted by increased
stress level (45%), frustration in helping customers (41%)
and lower productivity (36%).

the current office

77%

of tenants would sign a longer lease in a building with
superior connectivity infrastructure, or would sign
a lease more quickly with assurance that technology
infrastructure in a building meets the business
requirements of the organization.

80%

A majority of tenants experience connectivity
issues at the office.

4.3x

The average number of connectivity issues
at the office per month.

77%

Over three quarters of tenants state that poor
connectivity impacts company profitability.

Tenants
value Wired
Certification
WIRED CERT I F I C AT I O N is enticing to tenants,
83% say that they would feel more confident in the
connectivity of aWired Certified building, 79% would be
more interested in a building or would prefer leasing in a
Wired Certified building.

Tenants value Wired Certification

More than half of
tenants would limit
their search for a
new space to Wired
Certified buildings

67%

79%

A majority of leasing decision makers would
prefer leasing office space in a Wired Certified
building.

77%

More than three quarters of leasing decision
makers agree that they would sign a lease faster
in a Wired Certified building.

61%

More than half of leasing decision makers
would pay more per square foot in a Wired
Certified building.

WIRED CERTIFICATION
Wired Certification is the internationally recognized rating system that helps
landlords design and promote their buildings’ great digital connectivity to
tenants. Over 4 million tenants in more than 1000 buildings globally trust Wired
Certification as the benchmark for internet that meets their needs.

WIREDSCORE
WiredScore is the organization behind Wired Certification, the internationally
recognized digital connectivity rating system for commercial real estate that helps
landlords design and promote their buildings’ great digital connectivity to tenants.
WiredScore launched Wired Certification in partnership with Mayor Bloomberg

About

and the City of NewYork in 2013. Since then, more than 350M Sq. Ft. of office
space has been certified across North America and Europe, including buildings
owned by premier landlords such as Blackstone, Brookfield, and Hines.
In an increasingly tech-driven economy, connectivity is
fast becoming the most critical requirement for tenants when selecting office
space. The widely recognized Wired Certification seal is a trusted symbol that
identifies buildings that have been independently certified to provide the best- inclass connectivity infrastructure that businesses require to thrive.

METHODOLOGY
This survey was conducted online within the United States
by Radius Global Market Research on behalf of WiredScore from August 2-4,
2017 among 150 office tenants defined as having at least some decision in leasing
office space or facility locations working in NYC, LA, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Dallas/ Ft.Worth, San Francisco/Oak/San Jose, DC, Houston, Boston or Atlanta.
This survey was conducted utilizing an online panel of respondents. A complete
survey method is available upon request. For further information, please contact
info@wiredscore.com.

